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SHORT DOCUMENTATION OF THE ANALYSIS
For “PXD Biopyramid” evaluation towards harmonization of the
electromagnetic emission biological influence with harmful
influence biological fields to the human’s organism.
IGEF Laboratory for Research, by using biological research, has analyzed “PXD
Biopyramid” produced by PXD System, Macedoinia, in relation to its protective
influence from electromagnetic emission biological influences, as well as harmful
influence geo-biological fields to the human’s organism.
This short documentation provides clear review of the research analyses. The
detailed analysis from 22.03.2007, confirms that:

„PXD Biopyramid“
Produced by PXD System
Leninova 79/1
1000Skopje
Macedonia
Tel. / Fax: ++389 2 3229 473
Web site: http:://www.pxds.com
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is convenient for usage in homes and offices in order to protect you from
electromagnetic smog biological influence and harmful influence geo-biological
fields (such as underground water flows, land movement, Hartman and Kari
network). The requirements of the electromagnetic smog international
association for acquiring IGEF seal with the content >analyzed and
recommended by IGEF<, are fulfilled in entirety.

The analyses for “PXD Biopyramid” protective influence, are carried out according to
the science methodology for anonymous research. The evidence of the protective
influence was realized by the most modern instruments for biological feedback,
which have been used in the science researches for stress and relaxation. 22
analyzed people of 9 households in total, were included in the research, divided by
random case in one main and one control group. Herein, are summarized the most
significant analysis results.
Significant results from the biological feedback study in the anonymous
research
1. Reduction of the stress potential by using the “PXD Biopyramid
The stress potential of all examinees from the
main group was reduced for 35 % and it was
noticed more harmonic flow of the curves.

2. Increasing of the necessary blood volume/quantity

The blood quantity flow, in the main group

2. Increasing of the necessaryexaminees,
blood volume/quantity
was increased for 20% after the

“PXD Biopyramid” activation.
The
necessary blood quantity increase has a
positive influence on cells supply, with better
nutritious substances as well as substances
that improve the transfer.
3. Improvement of the heartbeats variability

The study has shown that the “PXD Biopyramid” has a positive influence on
the internal organism balance. According to the reduction of the outside burden,
the number of the Heartbeats’ Pairs can be reduced for >50ms, and it can also
reduces the number of Nervous System Total Power. During the analysis, the
heart beats of the main group examinees have closed to “the normal values” of a
healthy person. The “PXD Biopyramid” usage can be recommended for outside
burden reduction of the electromagnetic smog and geo-biological fields with
harmful influence.
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